POKER DREAM TEAM
+ 1 ADDED Ticket (worth € 550) for

The Malta Poker Festival € 500,000 GTD
DAY

TIME

TOURNAMENT

BUY-IN

STACK

BLIND

LATE

MODALITY

08/07 Oracle
09/07 Porto

20:00 Oracle
20:00 Porto

DREAM TEAM AT ORACLE
DREAM TEAM AT PORTOMASO

15+15+5
15+15+5

20.000
20.000

20'
20’

8 lvl
8 lvl

unlimited reentry

DREAM TEAM are 2 special events that happening at



Oracle Casino (08/07/2018 at 20:00) &
Portomaso Casino (09/07/2018 at 20:00).

Build your DREAM TEAM
Players can choose to play one or both DREAM TEAM tournaments;
Players buy-in normally at the casino‘s cash desk, then, before starting to play* they need to register their
team at our poker desk;
Every team can have up to 3 members;
Once a player is registered in a TEAM, he cannot change his team for that tournament; he can eventually
change TEAM to play the second tournament;
Both tournaments are played like normal Bounty Tournaments: every player has a bounty on his head;
whenever a player is busted out of the tournament, his bounty is collected from the TEAM of his “killer”.
At the end of the tournament, a member of the staff will count officially the collected bounties of every
team and will draw up the ranking. According to this ranking, the TEAM PRIZEPOOL will be calculated (see
Prize pools and Buy-in).
Players not registered in any team will participate anyway in both prize pools;
Players can play the 2 tournaments with 2 different Teams

*a player cannot join or change team if he already played one hand.

Prize-pools and buy-in
The buy-in of the DREAM TEAM is €35 per player (15+15+5):





€ 15 normal prizepool;
€ 15 team prizepool;
€ 5 tournament fee

At the end of registrations period, a member of the staff will calculate both payouts:



NORMAL PRIZEPOOL: same payout structure used every day in our daily tournaments;
TEAM PRIZEPOOL: same procedure used for the normal Prizepool, based on team ranknigs. TEAM
PRIZEPOOL payout structure:
Teams registered
from 0 to 5
from 6 to 30
over 31

Teams ITM
1
3
5

Payout
100%
50% , 30% , 20%
40% , 25% , 15% , 11% , 9%

ADDED TICKET FOR MALTA POKER FESTIVAL € 500,000GTD (€550 worth)
A final Sit & Go live streamed will be played between the members of the Teams winning the Team
Rankings on Thursday 12th July at 18:00 at Portomaso Casino.
The winner of this sit and go will get an ADDED ticket for the main event of The Malta Poker Festival
€500,000 GTD (01-06 November 2018).
Buy-in: 0 €

Starting stack: 15,000

Blinds: 15’

Late Reg: 1 Lvl

Freezeout

No deals allowed

It can occur that one or more players win both TEAM rankings; in this case he/they will get double stack.
Late Reg is one level: at the end of the first level players who do not arrive on time have no right to
participate in the sit and go.
Sit and go starts with a minimum of 3 players.
The Added Ticket is not cashable, not transferable and cannot be sold.

